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Has Pharma Become 'Murder For Profit'?

Everything now can be seen though a paradigm of the 'freeman' and the 'authoritarian'. 
Whether it be 'elite agro' driving Dutch and Amish farmers from their lands, it's all the 
plot for one novel—with different chapter headings. But, underneath it's all connected.

Comedy is disallowed because authoritarians do not like to be challenged. As Neil 
Oliver suggests: beyond a certain point even the king's jester is silenced (cancelled). 
Growing authoritarianism comes with elite insecurity about what their future holds.

Being 'prescient' in an authoritarian tyranny is no easy task. Once you connect the 
'chapter titles' to the overarching authoritarian plot, you cannot but take flak from any 
without an overview. And for as long as it plays out, and what that entails—there is risk.    

The 1st Amendment guarantees my inalIenable right to have a different opinion from 
any DC established narrative. As in, the way I see it, the 2020 election was stolen, no 
matter how vindictively the 'left' attacks that view. Which gets us to today's subject.

Psychologically, we know that those who screech loudest about 'misinformation are 
likely themselves 'misinformers', doing their damnedest to silence critics, so as not to 
be exposed—which is the elite mission behind an attempt to silence coronavirus critics. 

Why do I call it 'coronavirus' as opposed to Covid? Because they call it Covid to get 
us to forget there has never been a 'vaccine' that works against a coronavirus—espe-
cially when coupled with mRNA. The seasonal flu is a coronavirus, with flu shots a 'hit 
and miss' thing, usually a miss—with unknown future consequences for shot recipients. 

Unless you are of a mind, that up until now, 'vaccine' drug manufactures and regula-
tors functioned as public protectors, we have to ask: Does Pharma, along with gov-
ernment, function as a 'murder for profit' racket—with evermore mRNA hell to come?

Gavin Newsom has signed into law, California legislation that has doctors prescrib-
ing outside of 'federally accepted consensus' (whatever the hell that is), as subject to 
losing their licenses. This means no more 'doctoring' because a doctor doesn't go by a 
'narrative'. Treating a patient has to fo with trial and error—the 'scientific process'.

And following the logic, that means there is no 'getting a 2nd opinion'—there is only 
one opinion—one held by bureaucrats in DC—who, for the most part, have no medical 
training. But, what they do have is the 'power of the purse'. Up to 90% of funding for TV 
media comes from Pharma, which is an abomination, built around 'profit without con-
cern for 'patient care'. This is a DC/Pharma, fascist collusion. This is authoritarianism.



What is the function of 'emergency use'? It is a canard for a virus that mutated into a 
cold, except in the more susceptible—the 'vaccinated'. It is reported that Britain identi-
fies 94% of those suffering serious infection from the virus—among fully 'vaccinated'.

Among those under elite attack are frontline doctors, treating coronavirus patients, 
using 'over the counter', 'off patent', common drugs and vitamins. Attacked because, if 
there were to be studies/findings that common viral remedies were available, there 
could be no 'emergency use' 'vaccine' status, nor would there be corporate/government 
immunity for the havoc wrecked on an unsuspecting public using 'untested vaccines'.

Some simple truths are being fought to the death by Pharma and health regulators.  
When most of their claims proved to be 'misinformation', they changed the definition of 
vaccine to 'vaccine'—not something that stops infection, but lessens infection severity.

Letting that be for a moment, 90% of Americans are Vitamin D deficient. A national 
protocol to raise American's Vitamin D levels above 50 would have saved 100s of 
1000s of lives. Something that basic was not addressed by either Pharma or the health 
agencies. Is that because Vitamin D is a cheap fix—giving Pharma little or no profit? 

Why are there not mass protests among doctors? A few decades back most doctors 
were independent. Now 75% of them work for a medical conglomerate. And they don't 
sift through the data because their jobs are on the line. Instead, 'they toe the line'.

Even when obvious that most all mandates and dictates from the 'bought and sold'  
eliteare now debunked by science, there is no apology. Far from it, patient-care physi-
cians find themselves and their licenses under attack as spreaders of 'misinformation'. 

This is Joe Goebbels 101. Repeat something enough times and it gets believed by 
100s of gullible millions. As in: Farmers are destroying America. Domestic pipelines 
carrying 'fossil fuels' need shut-down to save the planet—others need to be blown up.

This Goebbel-ism was foisted on those with much stronger, natural immunity' from 
having had the virus. This is now admitted to have been based on a 'speculative hope'. 
But mandating 'untested vaccines' on the unsuspecting—is that conspiracy to murder? 

Is a question about 'murder for profit' over the top? The elite knowing made claims 
for an 'untested vaccine', causing deaths they denied, even among the 'immune'. It be-
longs between 'manslaughter' and 'murder 1'? right. Maybe nudging toward 'murder 1?

The requisite studies to justify 'emergency use' (there is no constitutional grounds for 
'emergency use'), were they not done to ensure commercial benefit? And tests that 
were done, were they 'set up to fail', rigging results to show no efficacy where great ef-
ficacy was manifest—replaced by a failed ebola drug, remdesivir, causing renal death?      

In the book being written by the 'globalists', every chapter tells a unique story of 
takeover and control. Medical practice is been taken over—with government leading 
the chorus. Biden calls the pandemic over yet extends emergency use and requires 
foreigner travellers to the US to show proof of 'vaccination. But 'armor chinks' appear.

Canada, an ultimate virus tyranny, recently removed all travel restrictions. Air Cana-
da's website responded with stating that the imposed rules were not based on science. 

Being wrong time after time doesn't stop the elite because that's not what it is about. 
This is a complete takeover, down to not allowing hospital visits with dying relatives.  

Whether it's digital currency, 'vaccine' or social credit score; cow farts or 'goodby to 
the 'straight 6'—it's all tyranny. Take them on, up and down the block. They are nothing! 

Bill Holter has departed JSMineset—we have lost a 'rudder'. To read me, it's time to 
get on my email list: erik@neverhadaboss.com. I post some at nevehadaboss.com. 


